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The main aim of this study is to develop an automated smart software platform to improve the time-consuming and laborious process of model updating. We investigate the key techniques of model updating based on intelligent optimization algorithms, that is, accuracy judgment methods for basic finite element model, parameter choice theory based on sensitivity analysis, commonly used objective functions and their construction methods, particle swarm optimization, and other intelligent optimization algorithms. An intelligent model updating prototype software framework is developed using the commercial software systems ANSYS and MATLAB. A parameterized finite element modeling technique is proposed to suit different bridge types and different model updating requirements. An objective function library is built to fit different updating targets. Finally, two case studies are conducted to verify the feasibility of the techniques used by the proposed software platform.

1. Introduction

The use of monitoring information from structural health monitoring systems facilitates the updating of finite element models with real-time and online structures. By doing so, we can not only update the structural benchmark analyses model but also continuously track the changes in the target physical parameters and the characteristic index in any location [1–3]. The automation and intelligence of the model updating process is the key problem that hinders the achievement of these goals in structural health monitoring system [4, 5]. After 20 years of research, existing structural health monitoring systems at home and abroad have entered the third stage, where the emphasis is on the processing and utilization of data to implement data-based online early warnings and assessments of individual health status [5, 6]. During this stage, the model-based assessment method is simply regarded as a supplementary approach that is used in an offline manner and it has not become the main focus of the online algorithm. Model updating has been studied only to provide a benchmark model for this method [1, 6].

In recent years, the theory and technology of model updating have continued to progress, especially in computational model updating (CMU) and model validation [7, 8] research, some of the techniques used when updating parameter selection [9, 10], uncertainty processing techniques for updating results from continuous monitoring information [11, 12], and alternative technologies that employ small numbers of calculations of complex finite element calculation during a modified iteration step [13–16]. Model updating software has also made rapid progress, while some commercial finite element software systems have expanded their functions to model updating, such as DDS’s FEMtools [17], the Balmes’ structural dynamics toolbox SDTools [18], and Schedlinski’s SysVal [19]. All of these software systems have model updating functions, but these software updating methods are isolated, with poor universality and weak poor optimization abilities. It is difficult to ensure the optimization of the updated results, which need to be programmed completely and automated to reduce human intervention. However, technological progress constantly stimulates structural health monitoring system researchers.
to include model updating in the development of the next
generation of structural health monitoring systems, thereby
making the systems more intelligent with online and real-
time updating processes. This will allow the use of physical
and mechanical field information to address the monitoring
target, thereby expanding the evaluation of sources and the
scope of information, as well as overcoming the shortcomings
caused by limited measurement points [19].

Thus, we studied online intelligent model update tech-
niques based on monitoring to develop a model updating
prototype software framework based on the commercial
finite element software system, ANSYS, and the scientific
computing software system, MATLAB. We also developed an
intelligent algorithms library, which includes particle swarm
optimization (PSO), to drive most of the updating tasks. The
use of this platform to combine updating tasks, objective
functions, and intelligent algorithms facilitates efficient and
flexible automatic model updating without manual inter-
vention, thereby bridging the functions of the structural
finite element modeling and updating both in the structure
and in component level with the present structural health
monitoring system. Finally, we consider the key components
of the technique developed in this study by discussing the
results of a vibration test with a continuous beam and a moni-
toring system implementation of a cable-stayed bridge, which
demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed technique.

2. Descriptions of the Generality of
Parametric Model Updates

Based on the differences between the objects updated, model
updating methods can be divided into two categories: matrix
updating and parametric updating, the essence of which is an
optimization algorithm that minimizes the residuals. Matrix
updating methods modify the system matrix of structure or
submatrices directly. However, the relations among elements
may disappear because of the massive volumes of data in the
matrix elements that need updating and the drastic manipulations
required before and after matrix updating. There may be imaginary elements and negative stiffness
values, which means that the elements lose their definite
physical meaning, so these methods are not suitable for large
structures. Starting in the late 1980s, the research focus shifted
gradually to parametric updating methods, which regard
the structural design parameters (such as the boundary
conditions, physical properties, and geometric features) that
constitute system matrices or the abstract parameters as
updating objects, thereby ensuring that the model has a
definite physical meaning after updating. Although there are
many parametric model updating methods with different
characteristics, the core process can be described using the
same model.

The number of design parameters in structure finite
element models is \( n \), where the first \( m \) is the parameters
that need to be updated, so the design parameters can be
expressed as

\[
P = [p_1, p_2, p_3, \ldots, p_m, \ldots, p_n].
\]  

The system matrix of the structure (global stiffness matrix,
mass matrix, and damping matrix) can be expressed as a
function of the design parameters:

\[
K = f_K(p),
M = f_M(p),
C = f_C(p).
\]  

(2)

In the corresponding finite element model, the experimental
model also has the following relationship between the system
matrix and design parameter values:

\[
K^* = f_K^*(p^*),
M^* = f_M^*(p^*),
C^* = f_C^*(p^*).
\]  

(3)

The aim of updating is to ensure that the finite ele-
ment model \((K, M, C)\) approximates the experimental model
\((K^*, M^*, C^*)\), so it can take advantage of the former to
perform inversions or predictions of the mechanical field,
or to perform system identification, as well as other tasks.
The sources of updating are the differences between the
two models, where the magnitude of the differences can be
described comprehensively by an objective function

\[
f = F(K, M, C, K^*, M^*, C^*)
= F(f_K(p), f_M(p), f_C(p), f_K^*(p^*), f_M^*(p^*), f_C^*(p^*))
= F_{f_p}(f_K^*, f_M^*, f_C^*, f_K, f_M, f_C, p, p^*).
\]  

(4)

Therefore, model updating can be considered to be an optimi-
ization problem:

\[
(f_K, f_M, f_C, p)^{opt}
= \arg \min_{f_K, f_M, f_C \rightarrow f_K^*, f_M^*, f_C^*}
F_{f_p}(f_K^*, f_M^*, f_C^*, f_K, f_M, f_C, p, p^*).
\]  

(5)

As mentioned above, the precondition of design parameter
model updating is ensuring the rationality of the finite
element analyses model, that is, ensuring a suitable approxi-
mation of \((f_K^*, f_M^*, f_C^*)\) using \((f_K, f_M, f_C)\). Otherwise, the
results cannot be correct if a wrong finite element model is
used for parameter updating. When modeling a finite
element, the assumptions and approximations of structural
gometry, materials, and boundary conditions have the main
effects on rationality and the model structural error. The
structural rationality of the finite element model can be
guaranteed by ensuring the reasonable modeling of stiffness,
mass, and damping and the rational processing of boundary
conditions, rational modeling of loads, structural damage,
and deterioration of performance. Thus, the objective
functions and the optimization updating problem, respectively,
can be simplified as

\[
f = F_p(p, p^*),
(f_K, f_M, f_C, p)^{opt} = \arg \min_{p \rightarrow p^*}
F_p(p, p^*).
\]  

(6)
As a result, the problem of design parametric model updating can be described by (6). The general process can be summarized as follows.

(i) We regard the experimental model as the reference to model the finite element model reasonably, thereby ensuring the approximation of \((f_K, f_M, f_C)\) as \((f_K^*, f_M^*, f_C^*)\).

(ii) Depending on the aim of updating and the updating object’s characteristics, the design objective function describes the differences in performance (static effect, dynamic response, or structural characteristics) between the finite element model and the experimental model.

(iii) An appropriate optimization algorithm is selected to find the optimal model.

Thus, it is clear that finite element model, the objective function, and the optimization algorithm are three main factors that affect design parameter model updating. Therefore, these three main factors must be standardized first before automating the updating process to ensure their seamless integration and data exchange, which is also the main focus of the present study.

3. Key Techniques for Intelligent Model Updating in an Online Environment

Finite element model updating research has made great progress and has been applied in some fields of engineering, but many problems still need to be solved when model updating is applied to large structures. The major constraints on online model updating are as follows: (1) model updating with large structures entails many degrees of freedom, intensive and complex calculations, and many iterative steps; (2) the limits of the iterative optimization algorithm and the difficulty of appropriate algorithm design, which mean that the optimization process has problems converging on an ideal solution; (3) the improper selection of the design variables or design space often leads to the optimization results losing their physical meaning; (4) single step iteration calculations are large and difficult to perform online and in real time; (5) some optimization steps are not completely programmed and may need manual intervention. These difficulties form a bottleneck that hinders model updating in an online environment. Therefore, we used the following techniques to overcome these difficulties.

3.1. Selection of Model Updating Parameters and Design of the Space Boundary Value. The selection of model parameters has a huge effect on model updating, because the number of parameters selected will affect the scale and speed of the optimization calculations directly, while the parameters selected will affect the physical meaning of the updating results and the pathological degree of the equation governing updating. After updating the parameter selection, the choice of the upper and lower bounds of the design space also needs to be reasonable. The choice should not vary greatly within the definition domain, which is only mathematically reasonable; otherwise the value may be unreasonable from a physical perspective and abnormal in the usual sense of the structure.

Therefore, the design parameters should be selected before the parameter sensitivity analyses based on the actual conditions of the updating object. A sensitivity analyses that considers the statistical properties of updating parameters can then be performed. Given that the updating target function is \(f\) and the updating parameter is \(p\), the initial value of the updating parameter is \(p_0\) and \(\delta_p\) is the statistical variation coefficient of parameter \(p\), so the sensitivity after considering parameter’s statistical features can be defined as follows:

\[
s = \delta_p \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} \right|_{p=p_0}. \tag{7}
\]

After comparing and selecting various parameters using (7), the parameters with high sensitivity but low dispersion can be ranked at the end of the optional parameter sequence, or even excluded, to ensure the correct physical meaning and the structural rationality of the results. The Monte Carlo method or bootstrap method can be used to make the same choices. Updating the boundaries of the parameters can be achieved using the initial value and the coefficient of variation, that is, \(p_0(1 \pm \delta_p)\).

3.2. Hybrid Objective Function. In recent years, research progress in model updating techniques means that dynamic fingerprints have been used increasingly to reflect the dynamic characteristics of the structure, such as the flexibility matrix, strain mode, modal curvature, and frequency response function. These have been applied widely to model updating techniques with good results. However, there are numerous dynamic fingerprints and many different cases, which have created problems when deciding the success or failure of model updating, because it is difficult to choose an appropriate dynamic fingerprint as an objective function. During dynamic model updating, there may be various choices of objective functions, such as frequencies, mode shapes, modal flexibility, modal strain energy, frequency response function, and static displacement, which can all be used as the independent variables of objective functions. Various objective functions perform differently in diverse updating environment, but in hybrid objective functions generally perform better. In the present study, the key objective functions were as follows.

A type of objective function that usually combines natural frequencies and mode shapes is

\[
f = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i \left( \frac{\omega_i - \omega_i^*}{\omega_{i}^*} \right)^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \beta_i \left( 1 - \frac{\text{MAC}_i}{\text{MAC}_{i}^*} \right)^2. \tag{8}
\]

In (8), \(\omega_i\) and \(\omega_i^*\) are the \(i\)th order of the modal frequencies and the measured modal frequencies of the finite element, respectively, \(\alpha_i\) and \(\beta_i\) are the weight coefficients of the \(i\)th order, and \(\text{MAC}_i\) is the \(i\)th order modal assurance criterion of the measured model and the finite element model.
Another objective function used in previous study [14] is the cross-model cross-mode (CMCM) model updating method:

$$f = \| \delta_\lambda - [C \ E] \|. \tag{9}$$

In (9), \(\delta_\lambda\) is the fluctuation ratio of the eigenvalue:

$$\delta_j = \frac{\lambda_j^* - \lambda_j}{\lambda_j} \tag{10}$$

\(\lambda_j^*\) and \(\lambda\) are the \(i\)th order eigenvalues of the measured mode and the finite element mode, respectively, and \(C\) and \(E\) are the values of the cross-correlation coefficient of stiffness (COK) and cross-correlation coefficient of mass (COM), which are defined as follows:

$$C = \begin{bmatrix} C_{1,1} & \cdots & C_{1,N_e} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ C_{n_f \times n_t,N_e} & \cdots & C_{n_f \times n_t,N_e} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$E = \begin{bmatrix} E_{1,1} & \cdots & E_{1,N_e} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ E_{n_f \times n_t,N_e} & \cdots & E_{n_f \times n_t,N_e} \end{bmatrix}.$$}

$$C_{k,n} = \frac{\text{COK}_{i,j}^{(m)}}{\text{COK}_{i,j}^{(n)}} = \frac{(\phi_i)^T K (\phi_j)^T K (\phi_i)^T M (\phi_j)^T}{(\phi_i)^T M (\phi_j)^T},$$

$$E_{k,n} = (1 + \delta_j) \frac{\text{COM}_{i,j}^{(m)}}{\text{COM}_{i,j}^{(n)}} = (1 + \delta_j) \frac{(\phi_i)^T M (\phi_j)^T}{(\phi_i)^T M (\phi_j)^T}.$$}

In the equations, \(k = i \times j = 1, 2, \ldots, n_f \times n_t\), \(n = 1, 2, \ldots, N_e\).

The two objective functions are the representation of the directly designed parametric updating method and the indirectly designed parametric updating method based on phenomenological theory, respectively.

3.3. Alternative Technique for Complex Finite Element Calculation Using Small Amount of Computation Methods in a Single Updating Iteration Step. The model updating process can be transformed into an optimization problem, which generally requires an iterative technique that calculates an objective function many times according to certain rules. For large complex structures, each iterative step requires one (linear) or more (nonlinear) finite element analyses to obtain the independent variables of the objective function, which can include static effects, dynamic responses, the modal parameters and their relevant derived quantities, and frequency response functions. Thus, each calculation has a huge computational load, which means that model updating is not suitable for performing online. To achieve real-time online updating, alternative techniques use small amount of calculations approaches to replace complex finite element calculation. The main methods include the response surface method, influence matrix method, neural network method, support vector machine (SVM) method, and model reduced method.

The response surface method and the influence matrix method determine the relationship between an explicit function formulated as a transformation of the linear matrix and between the structural response and the updating parameter, by simulating the calculations in advance, which replaces the finite element calculation using a function or the product of a matrix. The neural network and SVM methods simulate the complex functional relationship using intelligent algorithms. A common feature of all of these methods is that a large number of finite element calculation runs are needed in advance, and then an alternative technique of small amounts of calculations is induced in the process of updating by self-learning algorithm or fitting methods mathematically.

The model reduced method does not require a large number of calculations because it replaces the finite element system with many degrees of freedom in the original calculation with the finite element analyses of a reduced model with few degrees of freedom. The transform matrix of the reduced model, \(T\), is a function of the correction parameters, which is concerned with the iterative calculations. Additionally, the process to generate \(T\) is also a complex calculation process which needs large amount of calculations. In the present study, therefore, a dynamic reduced method based on Neumann series is proposed to overcome above mentioned troublesome.

3.4. Automation of the Optimization Algorithm. After constructing the objective function, the model updating problem is transformed into a constrained optimization problem. There are three main categories of methods for solving optimization problems: analytical methods, traditional numerical methods, and intelligent optimization algorithms. In general, if an analytical method is used to solve complex optimization problems, it is almost impossible to achieve the solution because the conditions of the problems cannot meet the requirements of the assumed conditions for the analytical solution. Therefore, numerical methods have many advantages when dealing with complex optimization problems. Some traditional numerical iteration algorithms include Newton’s method, the conjugate gradient method, linear programming method, and nonlinear programming method. With multiobjective combinatorial optimization problems, however, the traditional numerical optimization algorithms also have difficulties. The intelligent optimization algorithms that have emerged since the 1980s, such as genetic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, ant colony algorithm, PSO, artificial immune algorithms, and hybrid optimization strategies, have been developed by simulating certain natural phenomena or processes to provide feasible solutions for combinatorial optimization problems that are difficult to solve using traditional optimization techniques. From the beginning of the intelligent optimization algorithms are presented, the applications cover all the field of civil engineering are done by researchers, Yi et al. used generalized genetic algorithm and modified monkey algorithm to treat the problem of optimal sensor placement for structural health monitoring [20, 21]. Xu et al. used neural networks method to treat the real-time computing problem in the semiactive control of structures [22, 23]. The PSO is also investigated and
applied on the automation FEM model updating problem by our team [24–26].

We compared most of the optimization algorithms for model updating and found that most algorithms were useful in specific conditions [21–23]. Building an intelligent platform for model updating to make full use of the optimization results can be helpful when selecting a traditional optimization algorithm (such as sequential quadratic programming method) or a modern intelligent optimization algorithm (such as particle swarm intelligent algorithm and evolutionary algorithm) to address different issues, which can make the model updating process more flexible and efficient, so it can be applied to engineering applications.

4. Components of an Intelligent Platform for Structural Health Monitoring System Model Updating

At present, most of the large finite element software systems that are used widely in engineering lack support for model updating, while some finite element software systems that have been developed specifically for model updating do not perform well with conventional finite element analyses, which makes it difficult for them to handle complex engineering structures and they have insufficient optimization ability. Based on the sensitivity analyses theory of model parameter updating and by combining the numerical calculation software MATLAB with the finite element modeling ability ANSYS, we developed an intelligent platform for model updating in a structural health monitoring system. Our system facilitates automated model updating for actual engineering structures because there is an urgent need for health monitoring systems at present. By extracting the general steps of the dynamic-based parametric bridge model updating process, we developed a common software architecture and implemented some key techniques, which should allow the subsequent production of large online bridge updating software.

The commonality of our proposed framework is mainly reflected in the following: the optimization algorithm and target function are modular, so different optimization algorithms and target functions can be selected for different problems; the system is extensible, so the optimization algorithm and target function can be added independently depending on needs, according to certain standards.

4.1. Data Exchange Interface and the Process Control between MATLAB and ANSYS. The ANSYS parametric design language (APDL), which is shipped with ANSYS, can be used for general process control, but it may be more difficult and very slow when implementing specific complex physical models. In the proposed framework, therefore, MATLAB is responsible for the optimization and control process, whereas ANSYS is responsible for finite element calculation. The data generated by MATLAB's optimization module are passed to ANSYS for structure analyses and ANSYS then returns the updating data to MATLAB's optimization module. This cycle is repeated until the results converge. During this process, to ensure the collaboration between MATLAB and ANSYS, there needs to be smooth transmissions among three types of information: call instructions, data interactions, and the interactions among running state.

There is no ready-made interface between MATLAB and ANSYS, but MATLAB provides some universal methods for calling external programs, such as ‘!’ the DOS function, and the system function. ‘!’ and the DOS function can call a shell program to execute a command required by the Windows system, while the system function can perform operating system commands and return the results.

There is also no direct data exchange system between MATLAB and ANSYS, so the exchange of data must occur via files. We used text files as the medium of data exchange. Text files are simple but they have a high data storage capacity. Both software systems provide suitable functions for reading and writing text files.

Implementing the transfer of status information between two types of software is the key to process control. We achieved the mutual notification of status information by setting up a state variables identification function (flag M). This function judges whether ANSYS is operating by reading the status value in the MATLAB program. Thus, if ANSYS stops running, the flag will be zero and it notifies MATLAB that the current run is over so the next step of the calculation can be run; otherwise MATLAB will wait. The format uses the system or DOS functions to call ANSYS as follows:

```
[status,result] = system ('D:\Ansys\v110\ANSYS\bin\intel \anssi110 -b -i ansys/ansysconcl 
-o output.out')
```

After the ANSYS performs the calculation, the status returns a value of 0. Thus, the returned value of the status can be used to write a flag file, as follows:

```
function flag(status)
    if status==0
        out=objfunt4;
        %objfunt4 is the objective function
    end
```

4.2. Parametric Finite Element Modeling Solution. The parametric finite element technique refers to the definition of the finite element model structure using a group of undetermined parameters, where the parameters can be the structural geometry size and physical and mechanical properties. During parametric model updating design, the parameters that need to be updated constitute the undetermined parameters of the parameterized finite element model. ANSYS provides a parameter design language (APDL), which is used to complete the finite element analyses automatically. APDL's command is a type of script command, which can provide users with parameters, vectors, cycles, and a series of functions, while a batched analyses technique is also provided by ANSYS.
The basic steps of the parametric finite element analyses method are as follows. First, abstract the characteristic parameters of the described model according to the geometrical structure of the model and simplify them as appropriate. Second, establish the finite element analyses process, including entity modeling, analyses, and results treatment processes, using the command stream file in ANSYS. Third, replace the parameters in the model with abstracted characteristic parameters by APDL, which constitutes the finite element analyses process with variable parameters. Finally, depending on the requirements of the design and analyses, provide specific characteristic values to the parameters and conduct the finite element analyses to obtain the results. The main difference between parametric finite element analyses and general finite element analyses is that the preprocessing geometry model, material property, loading, and boundary conditions are parametric and the parameters must be assigned values before the calculations.

Depending on the basic flow of the parametric finite element analyses, we divide the general finite element model into the corresponding modules shown in Figure 1. Ansysconsole is the main control module of the model, which is responsible for the finite element analyses process control. Text file Inf and Para are the initial parameter files of parametric model, where Inf records the model's calculation type, basic parameters, and so forth and Para records the trial data generated by the optimization algorithm. MCF and MCS are the result files for the finite element analyses, where the former records the modal frequency and the latter records the modal shape. These four files comprise the data module of the model and they are the key components of the interaction with MATLAB, that is, Model, Loading, D&D, and BC form the basic model file, where Model is the initial model, Loading simulates the load conditions, D&D can simulate the damage and performance degradation of the structure, and BC is the model boundary condition. Specific modules can also be added to the fixed format. Finally, Cal.m is the computing core of the model that handles the model analyses.

4.3. Objective Function Library Design. An objective function is a metric used to describe the level of difference between theoretical and experimental model features, which comprised the geometrical and mechanical parameters of the structure. Optimization processes are error-minimizing processes that are applied to the experimental model and the theoretical model. The objective functions used for model updating include static-based objective functions, dynamic-based objective functions, and static and dynamic combined objective functions.

4.4. Intelligent Algorithm Library Design. After establishing the objective function, the model updating problem is transformed into a constrained optimization problem with multiobjective functions. In this section, the main problem that needs to be solved is developing a method that addresses the model updating problem, that is, the optimization algorithm. MATLAB provides intelligent algorithm libraries, which can be used as tools by the model updating software. We used PSO as a possible method for the intelligent optimization algorithm class library.

The PSO Intelligent Algorithm. The PSO algorithm was inspired by population behavior and has been used to solve optimization problems. In the algorithm, each case represents a potential solution to the problem, where each particle has a corresponding fitness value that is determined by s fitness function. The velocity of a particle determines the direction and distance of the particle's movement, where the velocity is adjusted dynamically based on the particle's experience, thereby allowing individual optimization in the solution space. The calling format for the PSO algorithm is as follows:

```matlab
options = optimoptions(@fmincon,'Algorithm','sqp'); % The optimization options.
[x,fval] = fmincon(@fun,x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,A,b,Aeq,beq,nonlcon,options); % Call the optimization function.
```

In the above code, `@fun` is the objective function, `x0` is the initial guess, and `options` are the optimization options. The function returns the optimal solution `x` and the corresponding function value `fval`.

In the objective function library, different objective functions are calculated depending on the parameters transferred from parafinder. Each objective function has its own name and the main functions include obtaining the parameters passed by the master program, obtaining the data produced by the optimization algorithm, and calculating the objective function value. Based on the commonly used objective functions for bridge model updating to produce an objective function library with a standard interface, we developed the objective function library table shown in Table 1. The standard input and output of each objective function are shown in Table 2. In the table, $f_{ai}$ and $f_{ti}$ represent the calculated frequency and test frequency, respectively, $\phi_{ai}$ and $\phi_{ti}$ represent the calculated modal vector and test modal vector, respectively, and $u_{ai}$ and $u_{ti}$ represent the calculated static displacement and the measured displacement, respectively.
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### Table 1: Library of target functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective function type</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Function name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static-based</td>
<td>Static objective function</td>
<td>Objfuns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static and dynamic based</td>
<td>Static and dynamic objective function</td>
<td>Objfunsd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Objfund-f1, Objfund-f2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transmission characteristics</td>
<td>Objfund-mac1, Objfund-mac2, Objfund-strain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic-based</td>
<td>Transmission curvature</td>
<td>Modal curvature, Flexibility curvature</td>
<td>Objfund-mcurvature, Objfund-fcurvature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Characteristic parameter</td>
<td>Frequency band energy spectrum, Subband energy spectrum, Joint frequency and mode shape</td>
<td>Objfund-spectrum, Objfund-subspectrum, Objfund-fmac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complex function</td>
<td>Flexibility matrix, Modal strain energy</td>
<td>Objfund-fmatrix, Objfund-starinenergy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Input-output target functions library.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective function</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objfun-df1</td>
<td>Frequency change square ratio</td>
<td>$f_{ai}, f_{ti}$</td>
<td>Depends on its definition [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objfun-df2</td>
<td>Frequency change square ratio</td>
<td>$f_{ai}, f_{ti}$</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objfun-macl</td>
<td>Modal assurance criterion</td>
<td>$\phi_{ai}, \phi_{ti}$</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objfun-mac2</td>
<td>Modal assurance criterion</td>
<td>$\phi_{ai}, \phi_{ti}$</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objfun-mac</td>
<td>Joint frequency and mode shape</td>
<td>$f_{ai}, f_{ti}, \phi_{ai}, \phi_{ti}$</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objfuns</td>
<td>Static objective function</td>
<td>$u_{ai}, u_{ti}$</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objfunsd</td>
<td>Static and dynamic based</td>
<td>$u_{ai}, f_{ai}, f_{ti}, \phi_{ai}, \phi_{ti}$</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Library of intelligent optimization algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional algorithm</td>
<td>Sequential quadratic programming</td>
<td>by fmincon</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>A_{MN}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent algorithm</td>
<td>Particle swarm optimization</td>
<td>Bypo</td>
<td>a, b, c, d, e</td>
<td>A_{MN}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genetic algorithm</td>
<td>Byga</td>
<td>a, c, f, g, h, i</td>
<td>A_{MN}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Artificial fish-swarm algorithm</td>
<td>Byaf</td>
<td>a, c, j, k, l, m</td>
<td>A_{MN}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ant colony algorithm</td>
<td>Byaca</td>
<td>a, s, n, o, p</td>
<td>A_{MN}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immune algorithms</td>
<td>Byia</td>
<td>a, c, h, i, q, r, s</td>
<td>A_{MN}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annealing algorithm</td>
<td>Byasa</td>
<td>t, u, v, w</td>
<td>A_{MN}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parafinder is an interface function between the PSO algorithm and the objective function library.

**Intelligent Optimization Algorithm Library.** Based on the calling method and the method used to establish the interface function with the PSO algorithm, the standard programming library including other commonly used intelligent optimization algorithms is shown in Table 3.

In Table 3, the parameters of the output $X_N$, which is an $N$-dimensional trial vector where $N$ is the number of parameters, are as follows: $A_{MN}$ represents an $M \times N$ trial matrix, $M$ represents the size of the population, and $N$ represents the number of parameters. The input parameters are as follows:
- $a$ represents the maximum number of iterations,
- $b$ represents the convergence error,
- $c$ represents the size of the population,
- $d$ represents the algorithm type,
- $e$ represents the disturbed value,
- $f$ represents the generation gap,
- $h$ is the crossover probability,
- $i$ is the mutation probability,
- $j$ represents the largest feed testing number,
- $k$ represents perception distance,
- $l$ represents the crowding degree factor,
- $m$ represents the moving step,
- $n$ represents the importance factor of a pheromone,
- $o$ represents the importance factor of an inspiration function,
- $p$ represents the pheromone volatilization factor,
- $q$ represents the volume of a memory database,
- $r$ represents the evaluation parameters of diversity,
- $s$ represents the number of distribution centers,
- $t$ represents the cooling rate,
- $u$ represents the initial temperature,
- $v$ represents the termination temperature,
- $w$ represents the chain length.

4.5. Technical Proposal and Prototype Software for the Model Updating Platform. After choosing appropriate updating parameters, it is necessary to enter the updating module, where the parameters produced by the optimization algorithm are subjected to finite element analyses to determine the physical quantities that correspond to the measured values. The objective function value is calculated to determine whether the model error has been minimized and to determine whether the iterations should continue; otherwise the updating process is over. The basic flowchart of this process is shown in Figure 3.

Based on processes, the prototype of the overall software framework was implemented using MATLAB in a prototype program. ANSYS was readily implemented in the MATLAB environment to combine the model, objective function, and optimization algorithm, thereby implementing the overall process of automated model updating.

![Figure 3: Flowchart of the software system for intelligent model updating.](image)

Table 4: Parameters to be updated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Initial value</th>
<th>Upper limit</th>
<th>Lower limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(E) Mpa</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(D) kg/m$^3$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$2.6 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>($K_i$) N·m/rad</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>($K_i$) N·m/rad</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>($K_i$) N·m/rad</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>($K_i$) N·m/rad</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Verification of the Validity of the Prototype Software

5.1. Offline Verification of the Prototype Software Intelligent Updating Platform: Continuous Beam Experiments. The test model was a three-span reinforced concrete continuous beam structure, where the three spans were 1000, 1700, and 1700 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. At the bottom of the continuous beam, there were five positions, that is, A, B, C, D, and E, which were installed with acceleration sensors. The test was a single-point excitation method and the sampling frequency was 512 Hz.

Before model updating, the parameters with greater sensitivity should be selected as the parameters for updating. Based on the structure, the parameters selected are shown in Table 4.

In Table 4, $E$ is the elastic modulus, $D$ is the density, and $K_i$ is the rotational stiffness of the $i$th bearing.

Based on a model test where the physical quantities were measured, the objective function given in (8) was selected as the $m$ function, Objfunc-fmac, from the objective function library. After selecting the PSO algorithm from the intelligent optimization algorithms library and configuring

![Figure 4: Illustration of the continuous beam structure.](image)
the appropriate operating parameters, the m script automatically performed the task successfully. The objective function approximately reached convergence and the convergence process is shown in Figure 5. The parameters searched are shown in Table 5. A comparison of the model parameters before and after updating is shown in Table 6.

Table 6 shows that the updated frequency was very close to the measured frequency and the testing frequency error was below 1%, with the exception of the third degree. All four MAC values were above 0.9, which shows that the updated model correlated well with the measured model, and this also demonstrated the effectiveness of the updating results. The updating process was simple to write in the MATLAB script where the main contents of the script were model selection, the objective function and optimization algorithm, configuring the input parameters of the calling functions, calling ANSYS, monitoring ANSYS performance, and finally outputting the calculated results file. After launching, the whole process ran automatically and there were no requirements for manual intervention. This example demonstrates the feasibility of our proposed automatic model updating software framework.

5.2. Online Verification of the Prototype Software Intelligent Updating Platform: Cable Force Monitoring. In the previous example, the feasibility of automated model updating was verified offline with measured data. However, it is more challenging and useful to update the structure online using ongoing experimental data. Therefore, we considered the selection of real-time cable monitoring devices on a cable-stayed bridge, which was equipped with structure monitoring system. We connected the prototype software to the monitoring system using a MATLAB program that we developed, which read the data from the remote web-based bridge monitoring system [27], established a web connection to a specific cable acceleration channel, captured the cable acceleration records automatically using a compiled m script, identified the cable vibration frequency automatically, called the ANSYS program automatically for model analyses by building a finite element model, inputted the measured frequency and the calculated frequency into the objective function automatically, selected the PSO algorithm from the intelligent optimization algorithm library, automatically updated the cable model online, selected the cable force and bending stiffness as the updating parameters, and finally provided the updated results. Based on the parameters of the cable obtained from the design data, these parameters were given corresponding input variables when calling the parameterized finite element model. The PSO algorithm was selected for updating and the objective function approximately converged after 20 iteration steps. The results for the cable force and bending stiffness are shown in Table 7, where the reference value of the cable force was obtained using the frequency formula and the error between the identified cable force and the calculated cable force was 3.3%. $E_{I_0}$ represents the identified bending stiffness, while $E_{I_1}$ and $E_{I_2}$ represent the bending stiffness when the steel cable was treated as a fully bonding model and as a no bonding model, respectively. A comparison of the frequencies derived from model updating and the identified frequencies is shown in Table 8. The curve of the updating process objective function is shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Table 8, the frequency sequences calculated by the automatic model updating prototype software and
Table 6: Frequencies and modal shape parameters after updating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Test frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Original frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Updating frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Error before updating (%)</th>
<th>Error after updating (%)</th>
<th>MAC before updating</th>
<th>MAC after updating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26.38</td>
<td>25.02</td>
<td>26.26</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57.68</td>
<td>54.75</td>
<td>58.37</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65.22</td>
<td>64.54</td>
<td>65.15</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>88.49</td>
<td>93.11</td>
<td>87.89</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Identified cable forces and flexible stiffness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/</th>
<th>Cable forces (kN)</th>
<th>Flexible stiffness (kN⋅m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Updated value</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>EI₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference value</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>EI₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>EI₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Frequencies after updating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Measured frequencies (Hz)</th>
<th>Updated frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.304</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.637</td>
<td>2.609</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.906</td>
<td>3.915</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.273</td>
<td>5.223</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.543</td>
<td>6.533</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>7.848</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>9.166</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measured frequency sequences were approximately the same; that is, maximum error was 2.61% and the bending stiffness estimate was also reasonable. These results indicate that the proposed model updating prototype software also performs well and reliably in an online environment, which is important for its further development.

6. Conclusions and Prospects

In this study, we developed an intelligent model updating prototype software framework platform, which is based on the commercial finite element software, ANSYS, and the scientific computing software, MATLAB. The proposed parameterized ANSYS finite element modeling scheme is suitable for updating different bridge structure models. We built a standard objective function library for different updating targets. To automate the overall updating process, we constructed an intelligent algorithms library, which included PSO, for different types of updating tasks. The intelligent algorithms library is the driving force of the automated updating process. After careful planning, it can allow the combination of bridge and component models, objective functions, and intelligent algorithms to provide a flexible, efficient, and universal bridge structure model updating platform for online monitoring environments. To illustrate the technical feasibility of our proposed scheme, we implemented the main technical links, which we tested using data from a continuous beam vibrations test and a cable-stayed bridge monitoring system. The results demonstrated the feasibility of our method for monitoring-based online intelligent model updating.
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